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CHILLICOTHE — Adena Health System has filed a lawsuit against several former doctors for
allegedly breaching contracts and duty, damaging business relationships, sharing trade
secrets and engaging in civil conspiracy.

According to court documents obtained by the Chillicothe Gazette, the health system has
filed a civil suit against doctors Brian Cohen, Aaron Roberts and James Thompson — all of
whom previously worked in the Adena Bone & Joint Center — as well as multiple
unidentified "John Doe" defendants.

The lawsuit comes after eight physicians tendered their resignations in March, but Adena
later discovered that the three defendants were allegedly soliciting employees to leave with
them. As this is a violation of their employment contract, the health system decided to take
legal action, according to Communications Manager Jason Gilham.

But Jeff Lipps, a defense attorney representing Cohen, Roberts and Thompson, said that his
clients have never done anything to violate the terms of the agreement.

"If you look at the complaint there isn't a word about the patient care and the skills of these
doctors in there," he said. "That's usually what an employment agreement is interested in:
are you sure that you have the skills and ability to serve the community and patients?"

Adena alleges that doctors Cohen, Roberts and Thomspon began organizing a group of
physicians to leave the health system while they were paid employees. 

The trio was identified as the "leaders" of the group for allegedly inviting select individuals to
join the departing group, denying their intention to leave when directly asked and concealing
their departure by erasing emails, according to the 21-page lawsuit.
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Copies of the work agreements are not publicly available, but the complaint states that each
includes stipulations that prevent the doctors from working within Ross, Pickaway, Fayette,
Highland, Pike, Jackson, Vinton, Hocking or Fairfield counties for one year after resigning
from Adena, prevent them from soliciting people to leave the health system and prevent
them from disclosing Adena's confidential information. Cohen's agreement also prevents him
from attempting to solicit the health system's referral sources.

According to the suit, Cohen became a health system employee in June 2009. The following
January, Roberts joined. In May of the same year, Thompson also became an employee. At
the start of 2018, each of the doctors re-entered into the employment contract.

Adena says that all three doctors understood and agreed to their employment contracts. All
employees are also required to complete the annual conflict of interest disclosure statements
and confidentiality agreements. According to the lawsuit, none of the defendants revealed
their involvement in the group departure in the statement.

Lipps said that each of his clients had good, individual reasons for wanting to leave the
health system related to administration and institutional management.

Around December 2020, Cohen and Thompson allegedly called another physician to inform
him that "a large number of physicians were leaving Adena" and that he should join the
group. The individual was contacted twice, according to the lawsuit.

The same month, Roberts is accused of soliciting another doctor to leave with the group, but
the physician declined. Following that attempt, Thompson allegedly tried to solicit the same
physician, who again refused. 

Later, a different doctor was solicited by Roberts after declining Thompson's invitation to
leave with the departing group, according to the lawsuit. Roberts allegedly told the target
that he may be the only one left in the group if he declines to join the others.

In January, a web conference was conducted to discuss the group's departure effort and to
encourage more physicians to join the group. Cohen, Roberts and Thompson among the
organizers and participants, according to the suit.

After the meeting, Cohen is accused of soliciting yet another employee to leave Adena Health
System to either start their own practice or start a practice in conjunction with OhioHealth —
a competing medical services provider. 

https://www.chillicothegazette.com/story/news/2021/04/14/ohiohealth-open-new-clinic-north-bridge-street/7205846002/
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The complaint states that during the first quarter, the departing group continued to invite
doctors to leave the health system, some of whom already declined the invitation, and that
the group suggested doctors who refused to depart would be left alone at Adena, wouldn't
have support or would be a part of a failing practice.

Prior to the virtual conference, Dr. Wilbur Sever — a general surgeon who specializes in
robotic care —provided Adena with an email notice of his resignation, and his intention to
leave the health system after 120 days. He's currently listed as an OhioHealth employee
based in Athens.

Three months later, on March 15, Adena received termination letters from Cohen, Roberts
and Thompson plus doctors Casey Chamberlain, Jason Foster, Eric Liu, and Raul Raudales
submitted by Columbus-based law firm Carpenter Lipps and Leland. Their last day of
employment would be July 13, 2021.

Four days later, the law firm also provided Adena a Notice of Termination on behalf of Dr.
Mark Malinowski.

According to the complaint, the law firm's cover letter accompanied each delivery and the
individual letters were identical other than the date and last day of employment. Lipps said
that his office only acted as a messenger and that the employees penned their own
resignations. 

He added that his clients were willing and able to provide care until July but Adena
terminated their employment on April 12 — the same day the suit was filed in court. Lipps
continued that his clients were surprised when they received notice of their termination and
that Cohen was even escorted out of the building.

Adena's decision to terminate Cohen, Roberts and Thompson's employment came from their
alleged involvement in soliciting employees to leave, according to Gilham. The other
physicians will depart in July as planned.

Court documents also show that Adena believes the defendants' used trade secret
information, including doctor productivity data, that they misappropriated or knew was
misappropriated to further competitive activity or solicit employees. They also had access to
private economic data, compensation information and business plans for the orthopedic
surgery group.

During the time that the trio was allegedly planning the departure, Cohen downloaded non-
public productivity and financial data and sent it to a non-Adena email address. Then, he
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immediately attempted to erase the transfer, according to the lawsuit.

The health system believes that these actions in addition to the entire conspiracy show the
physicians violated their contracts, duty and loyalty by engaging in malicious behavior that
harmed Adena and its business relationships. Each of the five claims lists an excess of
$25,000 in damages, adding up to $125,000.

Under normal circumstances, health care institutions and physicians often issue a joint
message so patients know where their doctor is going but Lipps said in this case, that didn't
happen. He added that his clients hoped for an orderly transition.

" A lot of patients have been concerned because they were told their doctors just up and left
and that's just not accurate," Lipps said, noting that many social media users began
speculating as to what happened to the medical experts. "I think what you've probably seen
on Facebook is a reflection of how significantly these doctors have helped people in the
community. It's a testament to them when you have people that are their patients that feel so
strongly about the way that someone is treated when they don't have any direct implication."

Although he wouldn't comment on what the defense will be, Lipps said they have 30 days to
respond and the documents will provide more insight into their legal position.

Adena has been working to minimize any disruptions as a result of the departures. Impacted
patients have been contacted and offered appointments with one of the other 30 providers.

Dr. Neel Patel, an orthopedic surgeon specializing in total joint reconstruction, joined the
health system in the fall and two additional orthopedic surgeons, a sports medicine
specialist, a neurosurgeon and a podiatry team will be starting soon. Construction plans for
the new Adena Orthopedic and Spine Institute are ahead of schedule and the center may
open in September.

The Gazette will provide updates to this story as they become available.

Have a story tip or comment? Contact Toria at tbarnhart@gannett.com or 740-349-
1106. Follow her on Twitter @ToriaBarnhart.
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